Traffic Accident with Serious Injuries

10/01/2014

**Incident:** Traffic Accident with Serious Injuries

**Contact:** Watch Commander, 805-339-4416

**Location:** Garden St and W. Park Row Ave.

**Date/Time Occurred:** 10/01/14 @ 1241 Hours

**Officer(s) Involved:** Ventura PD Patrol, Ventura PD Traffic Unit, Ventura City Fire

**Report #:** 14-12520

**Narrative:**

On the above date and time, the Ventura Police Command Center received a 911 call of an injury traffic collision involving a vehicle and motorcycle at the intersection of Garden St. and W. Park Row Ave. The first arriving officers found the motorcyclist, a 58-year-old male, suffering from major injuries. The victim was treated at the scene by Ventura City Fire personnel and then transported to VCMC by AMR ambulance for treatment of his injuries. At last report, the motorcyclist was in critical condition.

The preliminary investigation revealed the motorcyclist was traveling eastbound on W. Park Row Ave. and collided into the vehicle, which was turning left from northbound Garden St. onto westbound W. Park Row Ave. Due to the severity of injuries to the motorcyclist, the Ventura Police Department Traffic Unit was called to the scene and will be handling the investigation. It is unknown at this time if speed or the influence of alcohol or drugs was a factor in the collision.

The driver of the vehicle was not injured as a result of the traffic collision.